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 Phuket Hashers 104, Virgins 10, Visitors 9, Visiting Hashers 0 

 
The Pre-Run 

This week’s Laager site was in the vicinity of JC’s house but required a hairy ride up the hill to where you 

could park and then a further route march to the Laager site itself.  One of those long and thin one’s again 

which required an upper and lower circle seating arrangement. Also included very nice views and logs for 

people to sit on. Our bus lost its tail end which it has been threatening to do for the past few weeks – glad it 

his finally gone! 

 

The Run and Hares 

Hares this week were Murkury and JC. The role of Hash Horn went to Repressed One.  Murkury  was 

nowhere to be seen when it was time to give the instructions so this task was left to JC.  He was quite 

succinct – basically all walkers and runners would be heading up the hill on multicolour paper.  At some 

point on the climb there would be blue paper going off to the right which the 

walkers should follow.  The runners would continue on up the hill on multicolour 

till at some point they would come back down again on the in-trail. For the 

walkers the blue paper would eventually rejoin the multicolour and everybody 

would come back together to the Laager following the same in-trail. All very 

simple. 

As I was keen to get back in good time this week I did take some pre-run advice 

from JC.  In essence he said it was one big climb and when you reach the blue 

paper if feeling good carry on up the hill otherwise head right on the blue. 

So off we set and as promised it was quite steep – at about 400 metres people 

were shouting checking but Hash Horn had rather got ahead of himself and laid 

pink paper to the right.  Eventually on-on was called and we did go to the right as 

that was the only way to go on up the hill. Those who went left were less happy. 

On up we continued with much heavy breathing – well at least from me there was and before we knew it we 

had reached the blue paper junction.  It was big decision time for me – we were only about 15 minutes into 

the run but I thought ‘Fuck It’ I did enough last week so headed right on the blue.  As we made our way 

down the hill on a nicely marked trail we came across some of the early bird starters and politely made our 

way pass them.  I then heard a little bit of a commotion behind me and found out later that Takes It All In  

had been doing some fancy moves and caused Kill Her to have a tumbling experience.  I was however 

eyes straight ahead and ignored all of this.  We eventually got to a point where it was possible to have a 

little run which I did and eventually came across Asterix at the bottom of one hill who said ’only 200 metres 

to the Laager’.  I thought ‘bloody hell, I am going to be back early’.   In essence it took me 30 minutes and I 

was first person in so I guess being on the walk and running at the end would have broken one of Mannekin 

Pis’s rules but I thought ‘WTF, I’m already Hashit Holder, why should I care’. 



I should have mentioned Wilma who came pass before we got to the blue paper junction.  It was then 

interesting to note he was first runner back followed a couple minutes later by Top Off, Manekin Pis, Not 

Long Enough  et al  all shouting ‘Wilma you cheating bastard’. I think everybody else got back quite safely. 

 

The Circle 

GM  started the circle by calling in the Hares and the Hash horn for a drink and thanking them for their time 

and efforts.   

 

Lucky Lek was called in for Annoumen. He called in Su Su Nonna so she could further hammer home the 

details of the Coconut Island run.   This was followed by details of the Iron Pussy this coming Wednesday.  

Both these events are also detailed on the Hash Web site. 

 

  

Jaws and Invisible Man were called in to 

list the Virgins of which there were 10 listed  

of which only 4 came in to receive the 

dastardly treatment. Well done to them.  

 

Returners and Leavers – Some of each. 

 

Visiting Hashers  – There were three 

Visiting Hashers - two from Chang Mai and 

the other one I couldn’t hear the details.  I 

did check the Registrar’s list but according 

to the list there were NO Visiting Hashers 

recorded for this week.   

 

 

Hash Shirts   Quite a few T-shirts again this week as follows: 

 

-      Ya Ba    - 222 runs 

-      On Her Back  -  50 runs 

-      BA   -  25 runs 

-      Goody Goody Moron -  25 runs 

-       

 

Steward Spot -  This week’s Steward spot went to Key Hole  at rather short notice.  He however managed 

to pull it off with his usual aplomb.  Three good jokes, one about Travellers with Joxy Moron, Tinkerbell 

and Repressed One called in as representatives.  This was followed by Secret Agent Dick Cobbler’s tax 

problems and his inability to follow Key Hole’s advice of offshoring his money – apparently he kept losing it 

in the water.  Final one was the man in the West End Theatre lying across four seats near the orchestra pit 

– when asked where he came from he didn’t reply – eventually he managed to say he came from the 

balcony above. Boom boom. 

Well done Key Hole and have a good trip back to the UK.  See you in the Autumn. 

 

Run Offences etc   

Run offences this week covered such aspects as rear ending (in many ways), being fast, boasting, failing to 

register, bragging, slow checking, misleading checking, false not drinking beer, knowing everything, 

misleading pink paper, Radar Station fetish, assisting accident victim, geriatric tree movers, world politics 

resolution, etc. etc.. 



Promoters were JC, Piss Drinker, Ice Arse,  Manekin Pis, Invisible Man, Fungus, Tequila Slapper, GM 

etc.  

Offensive ones were Ice Humper, Fast Eddie, Wilma, NLE, Mannekin Pis, Repressed One, IM, Too Old 

To Fuck, Sweaty Bollox, Not Long Enough, Ice Arse, GM, Jessica etc. etc. 

 

Joxy Moron led the proceedings for the Hashit which took some time to get going as there were so many 

verses of ‘the hairs on her dickey-di-do’. When finally called to order Joxy reflected on this week’s circle and 

how good it had been with lot’s of singing, lots of energy and lots of laughs. The Hares were called in but 

one was missing – Murkury. According to the rules this should have meant automatic Hashit or Murkury 

but because they had hared so many runs Joxy thought it was wrong to then penalise them.  The current 

Hashit Holder (me) was then called in to explain why he got the Hashit last week.  I explained I had a bad 

run, bit under the weather, got isolated, got lost and got back later. So when everybody voted Good Run, 

Good Run I shouted Hashit. As I was the only one shouting Hashit it was awarded to me. 

Joxy then led the vote for this week’s run and it was a resounding ‘Good Run, Good Run’. 

 

There was then interruptions by Bobagob about Scottish translation and Not Long Enough saying it was 

Welsh Week. 

 

The GM then declared the circle closed. 

 

Following on from my little moan last week about too few people actually going on the run I did engage with 

that old sage Fungus who said his rule of thumb over the years is a 70:30 split between walkers and 

runners. Thus when you factor in those hares whose runs you avoid like the plague such as Fungus, Not 

Long Enough (the name tells it all)  etc then that golden ratio could easily be more like 80:20. 

So perhaps in the Hareline we could give a health warning or even better a spice rating against certain runs. 

I will say no more!! 

 

On On! 

Sweaty Bollox 

The Official Hash Scribe 

 www.phuket-hhh.com 

 

 PS It is now four weeks before I depart for the summer – Bobagob will resume Scribe Duties thereafter 

http://www.phuket-hhh.com/

